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Description

Associated revisions

Revision b7a5cc17 - 2020-01-14 21:05 - Benni Mack

[FEATURE] Migrate all Extbase-related signals to PSR-14 events

Nine new PSR-14 events are introduced which replace the existing Extbase Signals in Persistence and MVC area.

Resolves: #89870
Releases: master
Change-id: 68c56f0562ba8c02899d5de07e39443167e6311a
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Jörg Bösche <typo3@joergboesche.de>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <look@susi.dev>
Reviewed-by: Jörg Bösche <typo3@joergboesche.de>
Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <look@susi.dev>

History

#1 - 2019-12-06 09:14 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528

#2 - 2019-12-06 16:34 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528

#3 - 2019-12-06 20:06 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 5 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#4 - 2019-12-06 21:59 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 6 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#5 - 2019-12-06 22:01 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 7 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

Patch set 8 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#7 - 2019-12-27 15:07 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 9 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#8 - 2020-01-13 12:43 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 10 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#9 - 2020-01-13 13:40 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 11 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#10 - 2020-01-14 18:16 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 12 for branch **master** of project **Packages/TYPO3.CMS** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528](https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62528)

**#11 - 2020-01-14 21:30 - Benni Mack**
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset **b7a5cc17e062f8717230cfdd1f4e4a3fad1d0c46b9**.